
COMP-202
Review Examples:



Good and Bad
•Lots of questions
•Office hours
•Discussion board
•Assignments are good 
practice

•Dan's bad jokes and 
dated cultural 
references

•Too many questions
•More tutorials
•Assignments are too long
•Sometimes hard to go 
from (easier) in class 
examples to (harder) 
assignment questions
•Too many 
rules/regulations
•Classroom is too dark



Some conclusions

•More examples in class where I 
write on the computer

•We'll try to do some exercises 
in class separately

•(non-graded) short quiz at 
beginning of classes?



Midterm
Thursday evening:

6:30-8:30 (18:30-20:30)

Check WebCT in a couple days 
for specific rooms (most will 
be Stuart Bio building :(   )

Letter sized 2-sided crib sheet 
is allowed 



Office Hours

Dan Office hours in tutorial 
room (trottier 3120) Tuesday 
from 5:30 – 7

Plus normal office hours on 
Wednesday from 11:30-1:30



Writing our own String class

For some review, we will spend 
some time now writing our own 
String class. Let us assume 
that we didn't already have a 
class String 

Before doing so, let's review a 
few of the uses of Strings.



Writing our own String class

String s = “comp202”;

After I create a String, there 
are all sorts of things I can 
do to it:

s.length(); // 7 in this case

String a = s + s;



Writing our own String class

In the following, we will 
design our own class MyString 
which simulates much of the 
functionality of the String 
class.

To do so, we will base our 
String on an array of chars



Option 1

It is possible to do something 
like this without writing our 
own String class. For example, 
if we are storing a String as 
an array of chars, we could 
just operate on that array the 
whole time:



char[] word = {'h', 'e', 'l', 
'l', 'o'};

System.out.println(word.length);

word[2] = 'a'; 

This can be a bit ugly though 
when you want to do things like 
print a char[]. Remember you 
need a for/while loop for this



The goal here is to be able to 
once—at the beginning when we 
first create the MyString, use a 
char[], but then after that to 
never have to deal with it 
again. 

Of course, inside our MyString 
class we will use a char[] a 
lot, but once we write the class 
MyString once, we'll never have 
to edit this code again



Useful goals for MyString:

-load a char[]

-print the array

-print a specific character

-edit a specific character

-insert a character at a 
location

-insert another MyString at a 
location

-get a substring



Today

-10 minutes for general 
suggestions

-30 minutes for practice 
exercises

-(reserve 10 minutes at end of 
class for other specific 
questions)

-I have office hours from 11:30-
1:30 today. Tomorrow I should be 
in my office for much of the day 
too.



Midterm (general) tips:

-pace yourself

-read entire exam ahead of time

-sections don't depend on each 
other

-ask if something is unclear or 
ambiguous

-if you can't find someone to 
answer your question, write down 
any assumptions you are making



Midterm (Java) tips:

-plan out your program on the 
programming question. We'll give 
you a few things to write and 
you should try to see how they 
fit together first.

-Don't plan too much though and 
waste time (balance)



Important concepts (1/3):

-Structure of a program/class in 
Java

-Variables

-Expressions (mainly boolean and 
arithmetic)

-Types

-Order of operations

-If statements

-For loops



Important concepts (2/3):

-While loops

-Primitive vs reference types

-Using methods with primitive 
types as arguments

-Using methods with reference 
types as arguments

-Returning values in methods

-arrays

-new operator for arrays



Important concepts (2/3):

-NullPointerException

-ArrayOutOfBoundsException

-String class (basics)

-initializer list in array vs 
using new operator

-using methods another library 
given to you (such as the Math 
library)

-understanding documentation 
(for ex: in the String class)



Check webct discussion boards 
for help on the practice 
questions. You are always 
welcome to post code on the 
boards when it isn't the 
assignments

Also Rashid (one of the TAs) has 
posted a good list of some 
general tricks to watch out for 
on the “errors” section. It's 
not exhaustive but is worth 
reading


